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Abstract
While a sailboat is sailing, aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces are developed due to the 

interaction between the air flow and the sail plane and between the waves and hull, 
respectively. Because the sail is so flexible that it can easily be deformed by aerodynamic 

pressure the aeroelasticity is essential in this context. In fact, on one side the flow around the 

sail depends upon its shape, but, on the other side, the pressure resulting from the flow 

determines the shape of the sail. This means that the dynamic and the aerodynamic analysis 

have to be solved simultaneously.
The aim of the present report is to develop the structure analysis of a simple sail 

configuration composed of a jib, mast and its rig. For each element the stmctural analysis is 

developed using the finite element method. The analysis for the sails and the wires of the rig 

will be non linear due to their large displacements, while for the mast the linear structural 
analysis will be considered enough
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l.Introduction
The aim of the present report is to write about the structural analysis of a sail configuration. 

It will be considered a simple configuration composed of a jib, mast and its rig.
The shape of a lifting surface, like a sail, [7], has significant effects on the lift and the drag 

generated. These effects are stronger in a yacht sail, because the sail is so flexible that it can 

easily be deformed by aerodynamic pressure. Hence aeroelasticity is essential in this context 
In fact, on one side the flow around the sail depends upon its shape, but, on the other side, the 

pressure resulting from the flow determines the shape of the sail. This means that the dynamic 

and the aerodynamic analysis have to be solved simultaneously.
A first way to solve this aeroelastic problem is to subdivide it into two parts. On the one 

hand is the need to calculate the equilibrium shape under a given pressure. On the other hand, 
the necessary to compute the pressure distribution for a given sail shape. To solve the first 
problem, it is appropriate to give initial condition to the stmctural sail problem for a simple sail 
configuration.

A standard sailing yacht configuration, [18], consists of a hull on which there are the keel, 
rudder and sometimes a trim-tab. Several shapes are used for these three components which 

can be employed on different configurations: they can be united in one piece or divided into 

the keel-rudder and trim tab. It depends on the choices made by yacht designers. However, in 

all the configurations, they are like symmetric wings: the surface of the keel is bigger than the 

surface of the rudder and in order to generate the hydrodynamic force the keel needs an angle 

of attack (leeway angle).
There are three sails on a yacht, usually: the mainsail, the jib (or genoa) and the spinnaker. 

The mainsail and the jib have triangular form but, while the jib stretches forward from the 

mast, the mainsail stretches aft. The mast provides the support for the sails. The spinnaker is 

the biggest sail and it is more versatile due to the non ocurrability of its surface
In the next section, sails are described in more detail. The first part will consider the forces 

involved when a yacht is sailing, followed by a section about the stmctural analysis.

2.Forces on a sailing yacht
A monohull sailboat is considered sailing to windward in smooth water, [8]. Figure 1 shows 

the forces acting on the yacht: the aerodynamic forces due to the flow of wind on the sails and 

the hydrodynamic forces due to the interaction between the waves and the hull.
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Figure 1: Forces on the yacht

A sail is like an aeroplane wing: the air travels faster on the leeward side than on the 

windward, and the resulting difference in pressure produces the aerodynamic forces. The 
aerodynamic forces on the sails ( Fs) consist of a lift component (perpendicular to the apparent
wind direction), and a drag component (parallel to the apparent wind direction). These sail 
forces can also be resolved into a driving force or thrust (T) parallel to the course sailed, and a 

heeling force (H) (or more precisely heeling moment) perpendicular to the course sailed.
The hydrodynamic forces (FH) acting on the hull, keel, and rudder consist of a side force 

(S) perpendicular to the course sailed, and a drag force (D), parallel to the course sailed.
For the boat, to remain at a constant speed, it must be tme

T = D
and to remain at a steady angle of heel, the heeling moment produced by the side force and the 

heeling force must be cancelled by a moment equal and opposite created by the buoyancy force 

(B) and the total weight of the boat plus the crew (W). This means that the following 

conditions must be satisfied:

B = W, H = S; WGZ = Hh,1.
Therefore, a keelboat must have a heel because the buoyancy forces B and the weight W 

must be out of the same line, so they can produce the righting moment
Because the hydrodynamic forces acting on the boat depend on speed, leeway angle, and 

heel angle, and the aerodynamic forces depend on wind speed, apparent wind angle, heel 
angle, sail area and sail shape, the calculation of an equilibrium sailing condition is quite 

complicated. Today, the main methods used are Velocity Prediction Programs (V.P.P.)^,

lln the third equation, GZ is the distance between the baricentre and the application point of the buoyancy force 
B, while h is the distance between the application points of the heeling force and the side force.
^V.P.P. : It is a semiempirical method, based on the resolution of the equation for the static equilibrium 
between the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic forces, which permits to evaluate the yacht performances under 
varying wind conditions. The V.P.P. considers the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces as function of the 
yacht speed, the heel angle and the leeway angle. Therefore, to solve these non linear equations, the program



[10], [11], [13]. Recently, Computational Fluid Dynamics (C.F.D.)^ has been increasingly 

applied, because it permits the calculation of the speed of the yacht in viscous fluid. There are, 
also, a lot of other methods, but none of these alone can be considered sufficient, but they are 

complementary. T applications of C.F.D. techniques could reduce some of problems about 
model scale.

The dynamic equilibrium is more complex to achieve and there are several aspects to 

consider.
The first aspect is about the sail. In fact, the forces or the pressure distribution of the wind 

changes constantly and is affected by the shape of the sail, while the shape of the sail, through 

cloth stretch and flexing, is affected by the pressure distribution, or force on the sail; at the 

same time the pressure distribution on the sail stretches and flexes the sail material determining 

its shape.
The second aspect is about the dynamic motion that the yacht could assume. In fact, when a 

yacht is sailing to windward, it is easy to believe that the boat is affected by a pitch motion and 

a rolling motion, particularly when the spinnaker is loaded. As shown in figure 2, these 

motions are cyclic between their two maximum points. They influence the velocity and the 

direction of the wind that the crew experience. For all those reasons, those rhythmic motions 

origin time-varying aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces.
To complicate matters further, a sail, being soft, will take up a curvature dependent on the

requires information about the stability properties (the designers can give these) and the value of the coefficient 
of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic forces at various external conditions of the sea and wind (that is the most 
complex part). Obviously, the calculations are iterative: they start with a value and direction of the wind and 
the required yacht speed and then calculate the stable configuration (heel and leeway angle) until the solution 
converges. The hydrodynamic forces carry out from the towing tank results, numerical prediction or 
semiempirical relation. It is difficult to achieve a good evaluation about the aerodynamic forces. It needs 
experimental data on the full scale sail because on the small scale model the stretch and other properties of the 
sail material change. The sail works at maximum lift coefficient and in condition of separated flow and the 
interaction between the various sails depend many variables, so it is difficult to predict the sail forces on the 
small scale model. But full scale sails require considerable time and money to build them and the experiments 
involve two boats and many people and time to organise it Lastly, the experiment depends of the weather. 
Towing-Tank Testing: It consists to tow a model of the structures of the yacht and it permits to evaluate 
the hydro- and aero-dynamic forces thanks to a dynamometer. Today, two are the principal techniques used, the 
main difference is about the degree of freedom of the model and the procedure. An issue that has been discussed 
extensively is the required size of the model and the turbolence stimulation required. The studies show that the 
error is bigger for the small seal model (10%-20%), while it is reduced for large scale model. They also show 
that if the turbolence stimulation is right, the error could be reduced for the smaller model. Today the 
information about the sea condition are empirical as The San Diego Wave Spectrum, because the numerical 
evaluation was failed.
The usual approach for sail force modeling is to develop a set of semiempirical coefficients, that can be correct 
by the measure of the dynamometer on the real boat, by video cameras, photographing the shape of the sails 
during the saiUng.

^ C.F.D.: There are a lot of computational program to evaluate the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic forces, but 
their main problem is their measures in non-viscous flow. In fact, latest there are studies about the introduction 
of the viscosity and they have problem about the lead-time and the generation of the greed.



pressure distribution, as mentioned previously. This means that to achieve a condition of 

dynamic equilibrium is more difficult, and no attempt has been made to measure or calculate 

the sail force involved. In addiction, the dynamic motions produce, simultaneously, time 

varying hydrodynamic forces, which lead to added resistance in waves. It is, therefore, very 

important to understand how damping can help this situation, and how the aerodynamic and 

the hydrodynamic force can contribute with each other.
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Figure 2: Dynamic motions

There are new methods, like computer vision, that permits visualisation of the dynamic 

motion of f.e.m. model of structures, checking some performance measurements for the sail.
All the new methods have the same targets, which are the main problems of Sail Design:

• to know, for a given sail plan, the proper sail shapes for each external condition of 

the sea and of the wind, to produce the best performances
• "how" to reproduce these chosen shapes, quickly.

Every sail-maker factory has developed their own system, but all of these methods use the 

same technology: they place video cameras at key locations on the boat to document sail shape 

while underway. They are able to correlate and record changes in sail shapes to be 

reproduced. During the reproduction they are able to compare the fastest shape for each wind 

and sea condition. The ability to look at sail after sail with the camera is also used to evaluate 

and mostly to improve the panel layout and the sail construction techniques. Of course, aU of 

these methods are more expensive because of the technologies, the operators and the 

maintenance involved, but they are the most time efficient methods to improve sail and boat 
performances. So, the immediate future in this field is to continue with the camera 

technologies and to develop advanced software to use all the information and to obtain the best 
solution to the sail design problem in the real time during races.

3.The Structural Analysis
The simple sail configuration considered for the analysis is shown in the figure 3, where the



three fundamental elements are clearly distinguished: the sail, the mast and the rigs. Because 

the material and the operation of these elements are completely different from each other, a 

different structural analysis is required for each one. The first step is to analyse each structure 

separately and then combine them to obtain the solution for the integrated system.

halyaid -♦

sheet t

Figure 3: The jib with its rig

The typical shape of the jib and its rig, during the race, is characterised by large 

displacements from its initial configuration without wind. The sail is full and the rig is in 

tension because the mast is bending, and the wires are in tension to keep the sail shape.

3.1.Non-linear structural analysis
This last consideration and the discussion about the aeroelastic behaviour of the sail 

configuration, mentioned above, have the following implications:
• the displacements are large,
• the material behaviour may not be always linear elastic,
• the nature of the boundary conditions changes during the application of the loads,
• the displacements will not be a linear function of the applied load vector

To achieve a numerical structural analysis, the Finite Element Method should be used, 
building the most representative model possible. This means that it is necessary to choose the 

finite element for each of the stmctures, and the stmctural relations closest to reality.
The model is based on the need to treat a sail like an easUy-deformed membrane structure, 

the mast like a deformable beam and the wire like a cable structure.
When the finite element model is obtained, the resulting numerical stmctural analysis will be 

non-linear, for the above reasons.
The basic problem in a general non linear analysis is to find the state of equilibrium of a body 

corresponding to the applied loads, [14].
The equilibrium condition of a system of finite elements, representing the body under applied 

load, can be expressed as:



'R+'F = 0 (1)
where the vector 'R lists the externally applied nodal point forces in the configuration at the 

same time t, and the vector 'F lists the nodal point forces, that corresponds to the element 
stresses in the equilibrium configuration. The equation (1) must express the equilibrium of the 

system in the current deformed geometry taking due account of all nonlinearities, and also 

must be satisfied throughout the complete history of a load application. As the constitutive 

relations are non-linear, the equilibrium equation cannot be solved directly. An approximate 

solution can be obtained by referring all variables to a previously calculated known 

equilibrium configuration and linearizing the resulting equations. This solution can be 

improved by iteration.
To solve the problem, in practice, the choice lies essentially between two formulations which 

have been termed Total Lagrangian formulation (T.L.)4 and Update Lagrangian formulation 

(U.L.)5. Both T.L. and U.L. formulations include all kinematics and non linear effects. 
Because the difference is only about the reference configuration, the numerical solution will 
give the same result. The choice between them depends on the finite element model and the 

constitutive laws used.
In the present formulation, the Total Lagrangian Formulation will be used, because it is 

assumed that the shape of the saU is known at the time t=0, corresponding to an unloaded 

configuration.
This discussion is relative to a general non-linear analysis for a continuum, but that forms the 

bases of general non-linear displacement finite element analysis. These equations, are used to 

develop the governing finite element equations.
The basic steps in the derivation of the governing finite element equations are:

• the selection of the interpolation functions between the internal point of each element and 

the nodal point and employing the same interpolations functions for the element co
ordinates;

• obtain the governing finite element equations for each element invoking the principle of 

virtual work6;

'^In the Total Lagrangian formulation, all static and kinematics variables are referred to the initial configuration 
at the time t=0
^In the Update Lagrangian formulation, the same variables are referred to the configuration at the time t 
®The Principle of the virtual work relates to two distinct and separate systems in which the first is a set of 
forces in equilibrium (P and (7 as the external forces and internal stresses, respectively), and the seconds a set 
of geometrically compatible deformations (U and 6 as the displacements and strains, respectively).
The principle of virtual work states that for any system in equilibrium, the external virtual work must be equal 
to the internal virtual. In practice, one of the system always relates to a real or actual structure, in which some 
sort of solution is required, while the others is an imaginary or virtual system. Therefore, it is possible to have 
the option of establishing:

Theorem of virtual forces in which a real system of displacement and strain is coupled to a virtual 
system of forces and stresses



• linearize the obtained non-linear equations for each element;
• assemble the equations and solve, with the Newton-Raphson iterative solution method. 

About the first step, there will be more details in the next paragraph, because it depends of
the finite element used.

The problem, obtained from the P.V.W. formulation, [12], could be written as follow:

3U:F.mi(U) = Fat (2)
or, in words, find the displacement node vector U, corresponding to an equilibrium and 

compatible system configuration, such that the calculated internal forces at each node, which 

balance the internal stresses, are equal to the external forces (or applied forces).
The non-linear system of equations (2) is solved by the standard Newton-Raphson method. 

The iterate (U1) is constructed by:

U° =0;

ws ■ [U‘ -C/w} = F„};

dFwhere is the stiffness operator of the finite element system when the displacement

of the free nodes is U‘~l.
The stiffness matrix for each finite element is derived below. First, it is important to consider 

the main difficulty in implementing software to compute the vectors:

F..XU), Fext(JJ),
dF,int

dU
(U)

particularly for the first iteration, because the stiffness matrix is singular if it is evaluated for 

the displacement vector U° = 0. For this reason the following structural analysis adopts a 

strategy of performing an initial linear analysis, to find an equilibrium and compatible 

configuration for the system, after which a non-linear solution is obtained using the 

displacement vector from the previous linear solution, U°. In this way, for the first iteration 

the stiffness matrix will be not singular, because the vector U° ^ 0.
Another problem concerns the velocity of the convergence of the iteration method adopted, 

because large displacement components are obtained from the first iteration, due to the ill 
conditioned stiffness matrix. To improve convergence the procedure outlined below is 

employed.

Theorem of virtual displacements in which a real system of forces and stresses is coupled to a 
virtual system of displacements and strains.

The last one is used to derive the stiffness matrix in the non linear analysis and its formulation is
'^P-5U = j(TdedV

V



For any small scalar zir/mjlxpositive, the Newton-Raphson procedure will be modified in the 

following way:

U° =U‘;
V/^1
4£/' )] • {4£/'} = -{Fj. (C/M ) - };

U' = U‘~l + mini ATT>\\

AU
•AU‘

In this way the difference between two consecutive evaluated displacement components cannot 
be greater than the limited AUm„. Convergence will be got when

Kl and ICT
are smaller than a predetermined value. The final configuration for the system is dependent on 

the displacement vector U'.

3.2.The Sail
To achieve the finite element model for the sail it seems very important to consider several 

problems involved in the definition of the shape and, also, of the structural properties of the 

sail. These problems are considered below, which the finite element formulation for a sail is 

given.

3.2.1.Geometry
The nomenclature for a full-scale sail is given in figure 4, [8], with the sail shape defined by 

sections at different heights and characterised by chord length, twist from the centreline and 

camber as a function of distance from the luff.
The important factors are :

a) the vertical depth/ distribution: a good sail does not posses uniform depth from top to 

bottom: the depth will be greater at the head and flatter at the foot.
b) the max. depth and its location in a sail section: there is no one ideal depth and no one 

ideal position of max. depth in all conditions, but for any given :
• wind velocity
• wind direction
• sea condition
• boat velocity

^The depth (or draft) is the sail curvature and usually it is defined as a percentual rate between the value of the 
max. curvature and the chord (straight line between the leech and the luff)



their required values are different for providing optimum performance, [18]. In light air and 

when the sea is flat, good depth is around 18%-19%, while the position of the max. depth is 

around 48% of the chord. As the wind increases, the designed depth may be as far forward as 

38%-40%, while the section may be flatter. Fuller sails, or sails with large curvature, generate 

more power. Although this helps the boat to accelerate, it also makes the boat livelier and more 

difficult to be stopped by waves. So, a fuller sail works better in light air and a flatter sail 
works better from medium to heavy air. The required versatility for every sailing condition is 

achieved by adjustments and trimming^.

Figure 4: Geometric nomenclature for a sailing yacht

However, to get all this geometric information is very difficult. Several methods have 

evolved for measuring a sail's shape, [1]. These procedures find the draft and the draft 
position ratios at several elevations. Two of them find the shape while the sails are hoisted. 
They have the advantage of measuring the sail shape while the sail fabric is loaded and, hence, 
stretched by the wind. In a direct measurement procedure, the actual chords, depth and depth 

position are measured while the yacht is positioned in a slip. The shape parameters are 

measured with the aid of tape measures, rules etc. But, this procedure has the problem that 
when the yacht is in a slip, it is difficult to insure that the sails are trimmed for the maximum 

efficiency.
In response to these problems, a photographic technique has come into popular use. Here, 

the sail is marked with horizontal draft stripes at one quarter or one third of the elevation. 
Then, while the yacht is sailing at maximum efficiency, the draft stripes are photographed

8 See the paragraph 3.2.5.Trim



from the deck or from aloft. Later, the photographs are analysed by computer program to 

determine the shape parameters.
Today, the latter method is the most widely used, because the obtained measurements are 

relative to the real sail shape, and the errors negligible. However, at same time, it is possible 

to obtain only discrete information about the geometric parameters of the tridimensional sail 
surface. Hence, the first problem in the geometric definition is to get the surface using only 

limited information from a few section. Usually, the main information available are: 
max. depth; 
position of max. depth; 
twist referred to the boat centreline 

entry angle referred to the local chord; 
exit angle referred to the local chord; 

at three or sometimes more sections, and also rig measurements:
* luff and foot length.
This means that it is necessary to find a method that can build a 3-dimensional surface using 

the above information. Actually, the sections are drawn using Bezier curves, [6]. In the 

present work, a new method is used, [4], that builds a surface using one extension of the 

technique of Bezier curves. The authors of this method have demonstrated that the surface 

obtained will be free of any local flatness and bulge and they define this surface as "smooth". 
Their proposed construction method consists of:

1) constmction of chord length spline mesh curves from the input data;
2) conversion of each cubic curve segment to a sextic Bezier curve;
3) determination of "off-boundary" control points and
4) determination of "internal" control points.
Concerning the first step, because the tangents at the first and the last point of a sail section 

are known (they correspond to the entry and exit angle), a smooth curve is built by fitting the 

tangents of a sequence of estimated internal points. These points are calculated applying the 

continuity conditions. This cubic Bezier curve is then elevated to 6. Subsequently, the "off 

boundary control" points are determined by imposing the condition that the tangent planes of 

the two patches along the common boundary curve coincide.
Using this method, it is possible to build a geometric model of the sail when only limited 

data are available. In fact the developed code uses only the following information;
a) the co-ordinates of the origin of the local co-ordinate system9 (jc0,y0,z0);

b) chord length;
c) the co-ordinates of the max. depth (position and value of the max. depth (xmax, ymax));

9The local co-ordinates system has the origin of the first point of the leading edge of each section and with the 
x-axis along the chord of the section and the y-axis in the plane of the section



d) entry angle aentry (tangent angle to the leading edge in the local co-ordinate system);
e) exit angle aexit (tangent angle to the trailing edge in the local co-ordinate system);
f) twist angle (angle between the x-axis of the local co-ordinate system and the X-axis of 

the global co-ordinate system).
This information is written in a data file, and read by the code, which builds the Bezier cubic 

curve in the two directions: along the section and along the mast. After that it builds the 

patches between two consecutive sections and the surface. The same code saves the co
ordinates of the points corresponding to the nodes in the finite element model.

3.2.2.Properties
From the importance of the depth distribution and magnitude, and, also the importance of 

maintaining the chosen configuration for the sail plane, the most desired sail properties are the 

following, [18], [19], [20]:
• structural properties:

a) low stretching.: a sail's cloth can have different values of stretch in the different 
directions. The stretch can also be dependent on time: some materials, when initially 
loaded, will have a little stretch, but if the load is maintained over a long period of 
time, they wiU gradually elongate. When the load is removed, some of the materials 
will recover or return to their original dimensions. This tendency in sailcloth is 
known as recovery. Some cloth will never recover its initial dimensions. This non 
recoverable strength is known as creep. Stretch is caused by many things, some are 
geometrical, some are simply due to the elongation of the fibres. Stretch 
characteristics are very important in determining the optimum load for a cloth. 
Because the sail's cloths experience large displacements during a race, a low value of 
stretching is recommended .

b) high strength: it is very important to know the value of the breaking strength and the 
yield strength (when the material is not recoverable). It is also obvious to use a 
material with a high value of the yield point, and with linear constitutive stress-stretch 
relation, because , in this way, the constitutive relations for the material will remain 
linear, in its operating environment:

c) light weight: because low weight means higher velocity for the yacht and at the same 
time, low pitch and roU moment in light air (greater boat stability);

d) porosity, damage resistance, sunlight resistance: these properties lengthen the life of 
a sail.

• max. wind range: the lowest is the minimum wind required to fill a sail to its optimum 

shape, the highest is the max. value of the wind at which the sail holds its designed shape;
• durability,
• handling: the time to trim the sails must be low;
• agility: possibility to accelerate in a short time.
At this point, it is clear that to get a sail with high value of performance, the choice of 

material an the construction method is important.



3.2.3.Material
The last few years have seen a virtual explosion in the development of new sail fabric, 

largely as a result of the evolution of suitable synthetic films, [15], [19], [20].
Four basic cloth fibres are used in modem sail making: Nylon, Dracon, Kevlar and Spectra. 

All of these can be used alone, but often two or more are used in a composite constmction that 
takes advantage of the virtues of each. These fibres work by increasing the strength of a sail's 

cloth along particularly directions depending on the fabric. In fact, a woven cloth (figure 5.a) 
has threads running in two directions: fill threads run across the width and warp threads run 

along the length of the cloth, while the bias is any direction off the warp or fill. This means 

that, for example, a warp-oriented cloth is stronger in the long direction than in the fill.
Dracon, used for mains and jib, and Nylons, used for spinnakers, belong to the same cloth 

group. They are relatively inexpensive but degrade in sunhght and tend to stretch. Nowadays, 
they are used after particular processing e.g., resination and heat-treatments). These processes 

improve their stability and durability and reduce their non-recovery tendency .
Kevllar could be considered strong and resistant to stretch for its light weight. Sails made 

from Kevlar fibres have unbeaten shape holding ability over a wide range of wind conditions. 
They are also good handling properties due to their light weight. However, they are also 

susceptible to ultraviolet degradation, and break quickly when flogged or abraded. Kevlar can 

be used only in one direction: warp or fill, and this means maximum strength only in one 

direction. Hence, for these reasons, they are combined with Dracon or other fibres and more 

layers of Kevlar in different directions to obtain more multidirectional strength. This 

improvement of the characteristics means more weight and poorer sail handling.
Spectra fibre is a polyethylene variation, and it has high strength-to-weight ratio, but it is 

also expensive. Spectra has one important advantage over Kevlar,i.e. the flexibility, and also 

it is resistant to sunlight For these reasons, it is recommended for large sails.
Laminates consist of a densely woven polyester substrate but also of additional layers of 

Mylar and Kevlar yams of various weights and thicknesses. By laminating one or more layers 

of woven cloth or Mylar/Kevlar film, the cloth becomes more stable in directions other than 

warp or fill, and at the same time, gives better performance.

m
Figure 5.a: woven cloth Figure 5.b: Construction method



3.2.4.Construction Method
To achieve more strength where the stress is high and, at the same time, a low weight, 

almost every sail maker tries to design sails on a computer, [20]. The greatest effort goes into 

building a sail that will keep its intended shape. The main construction methods (figure 5.b) 

are the following:
1) crosscut: the layout has all panels parallel to each other and perpendicular to the leech. Each 

panel has the greatest strength in the fill direction. This is the traditional layout for main and 

jib sails.
2) bi-radial: the layout consists of a set of radial panels emanating from the head and from the 

clew. A horizontal seam joins the two sections. Warp oriented fabrics are used.
3) tri-radial: the layout is like the bi-radial one, but this layout has radial panels from the three 

comers, and so there is a vertical seam also to join the three sections.
Each sail maker has their own constmction method, based on a combination between the 

three methods above.

3.2.5.Trim
As mentioned previously, during a race it is possible to have different external conditions, and 

for each one there is a best configuration. This configuration can be obtained by adjustments 

and trimming. To make adjustments involves changing the amount and location of the depth, 
while to trim involves controlling the shape of the leech and its incidence angle.

Detailed below, for each sail is the principal method to achieve and maintain a configuration a 

[20].
The mainsail is used to increase the lift of the sail plan by increasing both the surface of the 

foil that the wind sees and the amount of curvature. So, the basic controls of the mainsail are:
• luff tension: if increased wiU reduce the draft;
• foot tension: if increased will reduce the draft;
• leech tension: if increased will straighten the shape will and decrease the twist;
• mast bend: reduces the draft will decrease and flattens the sail.
The jib is positioned upstream of the mainsail, and therefore is the first sail that the wind 

see. The basic controls are the amount and location of the draft and the angle of entry, affected 

by:
• luff tension: if increased, will move the draft forward;
• jib lead: controlled by the tension on the leech and the foot, as well as the draft location 

in the upper and lower portion of the sail. If the jib is loaded aft, the draft will be forward at 
the top of the sail and aft at the bottom.

• sheet tension: controls the amount of the draft and the twist. A tight jib sheet will 
remove the draft from the sail.



• headstay tension: if increased, reduces the draft and flattens the entry angle.
The spinnaker is a versatile sail which can be used when the wind is blowing anywhere from 

60 to 180 degrees. The optimal angle depends on the wind strength, the unique limits are 

governed by the maximum pole position and sheet position.

3.2.6.Finite element formulation for the sails: Membrane element
The sail cloth is very thin (about 0.5 mm) in respect to sail size, and is also flexible. Both 

properties had to the choice of membrane elements to discretize the sail. This means that 
variation of the mechanical quantities such as the displacement field, stresses and strains is 

neglected through the thickness. Hence the sail has in-plane but not flexural stiffness, and can 

only resist transverse loads by virtue of its curvature.
For the finite element analysis, [17], a typical triangular element is considered (figure 6).

Figure 6: triangular element

If (X,Y,Z) is a global reference frame and (x,y,z) is an element Cartesian co-ordinate 

system,
'u{x,yY 

v{x,y) 

w(x,y)

is the displacement vector of a point P(x,y) belonging to this element in the element Cartesian 

co-ordinate system.
The linear variation of these components, are

u(x,y) -a{+ a2x + a3y 

v(x,y) = a4 + a5x -t- a6y 

^(x,y) = a1 + a%x + a9y
where ai Vi = 1... 9 are unspecified coefficients.

It is useful to express the a, coefficients in term of the 9 nodal displacement components:

U=[m1,v1,h'1,m2,v2,h’2,M3,v3] t, 

evaluating the displacements at the three nodes:



node 1:

node 2:

M, = u(x1,yl) = a, + a1xl + a3yl 
vt = vCxpy,) = a4 +a5xl + a6yl 

Wi = w(jcj ,y,) = a7 + agxl + a9yl

«2 = u(x2,y2) = al + a2x2 + a3y2 

v2 = v{x2,y2) = a4 + a5x2 + a6y2 

w2 = w(x2,y2) = a7 + atx2 + a9y2

u3 = u(x3,y3) = al + a2x3 + a3y3 
node 3: j v3 = v(x3,y3) = a4 + a5x3 + a6y3 

[w3 = w(x3,y3) = a7 + agx3 + a9y3

This is a system of 9 equations in 9 unknown coefficients a, . Because the values of the 

nodal co-ordinates (Xj.yj), (x2,y2), (x3,y3), are known, it is possible to solve for a,t

u(x,y) = (al+blx + cly)ul + (a2+ b2x + c2y)u2 + (a3 + b3x + c3y)u3 
v(x,y) = ial+blx+cly)vl +(.a2+ b2x + c2y)v2 +{a3+ b3x + c3y)v3 (3) 

w(jc,y) = (al+blx + c1y)w1 +(a2+ b2x + c2y)w2 + (a3 + b3x + c3y)w3

where:
al=ix2y3-x3y2)l2A bl=iy2-y3)HA cl={x2-x3)HA 

(h=ix3yl-xly3)llA b2={y3-yl)HA c2={x3-xl) HA 

«3=-xiyi)i24 h = (Ji - yi) / 2^ c3=(xl -x2)I2A

with

1 j:, 
2zi=detl X,

yi 
>2

1 ),3

= 2(area of triangle)

Then, if the element nodal co-ordinates and their displacements in the element co-ordinate 

system are known, the displacement components of a generic point P(x,y) internal to this 

element will be known. For this reason, the equations (3) are called "element shape 

FUNCTIONS".

The membrane element is incapable of sustaining flexural stresses. The stress components, 
at each point, are tangent to the curved surface of the membrane to equilibrate normal loads . 
As the loads change, the stresses and the local curvature change to maintain equilibrium and 

those changes are accompanied by significant displacements and rotations of the siuface. 
Because the displacements and rotations of the fibres are large, the small deflection theory of



linear elasticity is inapplicable.
The non-linear displacement-strain relations are, for a typical element in the element co

ordinate system:
v2 \2 / \2"Bu 1 er =- + - 

x dx 2
dv 1 

e,"^+2

du dv I
Jxy dy dx 2

(duX (dvX (dw UJ +[dxj
dy

^ du du

(dv^ fdws+UJ +u.
.V dx dy} r dv ^ V dw

^dx dy J

where the derivatives of element shape functions, will be obtained from the original function. 
For example, for the first strain component, the first derivative will be:

du
dx

= blul + b2U2 + biui and so on.

Then, the complete expression for the same strain component will be:

ex = blui + b2u2 + b3u3 + ^[{b1ul + b2u2 + b3u3f + {blvl + b2v2 + b3v3f + {blwl + b2w2 + b3w3fj

and so on for the other components. In matrix form:

Ml

w,
ex' > 0 0 b2 0 0 b3 0 O'
e> - = 0 0 0 C2 0 0 c3 0

7-y. .ci 0 C2 b2 0 c3 b3 0

«2

Wo

«3

w3j

1> + — 2

du dv dw
dx dx dx
0 0 0
du dv dw

Jy dy dy

0 0 0
du dv dw

du dv dw
dx dx dx

du
dx

dx
dw
dx
du

dy
dw

in symbolic form, it is possible to write:

e = Bu + -At} 
2

where:



A =

du dv dw 0 0 0
dx dx dx
0 0 0 du i}L dw

dy
du dv dw du dv dw
d^ dy dy dx dx dx
3u
dx

dx

dx
du
dy

dy

^2

0
00 0 

0 0 

00fe100 62 00fr

0 &3 0 0 

0 0 &3 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0 

c, 0 0

0 0 

c3 0

“l

w,
u2

Wo

«3

w.3 J

or in symbolic form 7? = Gu

Substituting in the symbolic expressions for the strain, the result is

e = ^B + jACy

To describe the constitutive relations for the same sailcloth, it is important to remember that 
one of the sail maker's targets is to build a sail with the lowest value of stretch possible. 
Modem fibres such as Kevlar and Mylar, are quasi-inextensible, or in other words, variation 

of the length fibre and of he angle between fibres are small. This means that the strain is small. 
However, the stress-strain relations could be linear or non linear. Recalling the discussion 

about fibre orientation and the general layout of a sail, the sailcloth could be described as an 

orthotropic material, but to simplify the problem, initially the seam effect is neglected and the 

sail's material is considered homogeneous and isotropic. This simplification maintains the 

linear relation between strain and stress, but only one value for the elastic modulus is 

required.
Given the above assumptions, it is possible to use the "CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOR 

LINEAR ELASTIC PLANE STRESS":

<T = De + <yn
where; <T0 is the initial stress vector;

D is the elastic matrix defined as:



D =
1-v2

1
V

0

V

1
0

0
0

1-v2
and E is the Young's modules and v the Poisson's ratio.

The next step is to find the equilibrium equations for the system. Recalling that the 

Lagrangian approach of the finite displacement theory is used, the co-ordinates defining a 

point on the body before deformation are referred to.
Mentioned earlier the equations, for a single element in the local co-ordinate system may be 

obtained via 'principle of the virtual work'. Assuming that an infinitesimal virtual 
displacement 5u is executed from an equilibrium configuration of the sail, a virtual strain 8e 

results from the displacement, the equation (2) for such element becomes:

jSeTadV = l5uTFvdV + £ SuTFsdS

where Ve is the element volume and Se the element surface. The term on the left-side
represents the virtual work due to the internal force. The term on the right-side represents the 
virtual work due to the external loads: Fv is the body force vector, while Fs is the nodal force
vector acting on the element surface. Considering both the external nodal force vectors known 

it is possible to re-wiite the principle as follow:

jvSeTadV - SuTp = 0 ^4^

Using the last symbolic expression, the strain increment is

Se=^[B + AG]Su

and substituting this expression into equation (4), the result is:

£J(5 + AG)5u]TadV - 5uTp = 0

and if the expression for stress is substituted:

I [(.B + AG)Su]' 1D\ B +—AG I + (7,oV- SuTp = 0 (5)

This is the equation of element equilibrium.
These equations must be transformed to the global co-ordinate system and finally assembled 

to obtain the "global equilibrium equations". These equations are non linear, and they will be 

solved iteratively by the Newton-Raphson method.
To this end, the governing equations for each element must be linearized:



(Pi = \(B + AiG)T^D^Bui (To dV - p

is the residual term after the i-th iteration The next step is obtained from:

(p{,+l) = (p‘ + ^^Au‘ = 0 
du

or

d(pi
du

Au‘ - -(p‘ (6)

From this equation the incremental displacements may be computed and the displacements 

after the (i+l)th iteration can be expressed as

M,+1 =u‘ + Au‘

d<p‘In equation (6), the derivative is the element stiffness matrix and it consists of two
au

parts, as it follows:

K’J-^=UB+A‘G)Ti{D[Bu'+\A‘6,¥+
k l;[(B + A'a‘f]x[D(B +A‘^‘)+AdV=
K + K

where K'e is the elastic stiffness matrix, defined as follows:

K‘=^=\,.<^B+‘^a)THB+A,°‘)),v

and K' is the geomeuic stiffness matrix:

K‘ = f Gr^^^(jdV= \GTMiGdV 

g K du y

where



Af ‘ =

<^x

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

wxy

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

Both element stiffness matrices could be computed only if the displacements u,v,w are 

known. To start the iterative solution, a compatible but not necessarily equilibrating 

displacement field is needed. Once the element matrices are assembled in the global equations, 
new displacement fields will be computed. Using these displacements, new element matrices 

will be established and the process will be repeated until the computed global displacements 

agree with the displacements used to compute the element matrices. Then the displacements 

will be both compatible and equilibrating.
The developed code builds the finite element model, assigning the element nodes to the 

saved nodal points from the geometrical model. Figure 7 illustrate an example of a finite 

element model.

3.3.The mast and the rig
The rig of a sailing yacht, [2], illustrated in figure 2, shows for a simple configuration, a 

structure composed of a mast and boom, which support the sails, and can be considered like 

beams. Several wires are used to link these sails to the mast, or to give a particular shape to 

the sails, but when the yacht is sailing the rig exponences large deformations, so the structural 
analysis is not simple. The mast can be considered as a beam column: in fact it is loaded by 

axial and transverse forces acting in the longitudinal and transverse planes. The bending and 

compression loads are balanced by the stay and shroud. Given the complexity of the load, 
most often empirical criteria are used to design it. But these empirical methods are not accurate 

if the mast belongs to a racing yacht. On a racing yacht the mast is designed to the criteria of 

maximum performance increasing the sail efficiency and minimising the weight This means a 

thin transverse section avoiding as much as possible parasitic wind resistance and interference 

with the sail, and with good flexibility to permit a rapid change of shape. For these reasons a 

correct stmctural analysis of mast has to be performed using finite element non linear analysis 

due to the large displacements.
Before the stress analysis, it is important to describe the mast loading. The main loads are 

due to the forces developed by the sails, the action of the halyards, sheet boom , shrouds and 

stays. The problem is to know the mechanism by which the pressure field generated by the 

sails is transmitted to the mast and the rigging. All the methods used consider the total lift 
developed by the mainsail to be distributed along the mast, while in a number of cases the total
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lift developed by the jib is represented by a concentrated load on the mast head. Therefore, it is 

more correct to say that the mast is not loaded by the pressure distribution but by the sail. In 

fact, the sail is a membrane, so it transmits the stress of bending and transverse shear to the 

mast through the connection points. In the present work, only the jib is considered; The load 

is assumed to be. This load is split into the bending component and compression component 
and these forces are transmitted to the attachment point between the jib and the mast. The 

magnitude of this force depends on the deflection of the luff. It is well known that it is not 
possible to eliminate completely the deflection of the luff even with very high pressure tension 

values. It is quite usual to damage the mast if the tension of the leech is too high. It must be 

remembered that every sail maker builds their own sail and the differences among these are 

large. This means that for each constitutive solution adopted by the sail maker, the stresses 

over the sail and, of course, the loads on the rig will be different each time given the same 

environmental condition and trimming. This means that there will be a mast for each sail, and 

a different stress distribution, also.

The main purpose of the present work is not to investigate the different mast conditions, but 
only to build an easy computational code to shed light on the stress solution for a general and 

typical configuration of a jib with its rig.

3.3.1.Finite Element formulation for the mast: beam element
The mast is centred in the boat and stands straight. But is not rigid structure. In fact, to tune 

the rig or to trim the mainsail or the jib, the mast undergoes usually bending. This bending is 

one of the control parameters of the sail shape. For example, if the mast bending increases, the 

draft of the mainsail will decrease, and the sail will be flatter. Therefore, to develop a 

structural analysis, requires the following mast properties:
• it is a straight structure like a beam with non uniform cross section;
• it can undergo bending.
Then to achieve a structural analysis by the finite element method, it is possible to discretize 

the mast using beam elements. This because it is capable of resisting:
• axial force;
• bending moments about the two principle axes of its cross-section,
• twisting moment about its centroidal axis.
The mast deflections are smaller than the displacements of the sail and wire, due to its greater 

rigidity. For this reason, it could be appropriate to develop the beam element matrices for 

small deflections.
This decision is supported by several studies. In fact, most authors consider the mast to be 

subject to small displacements or even remain rigid, while a few particular studies have 

employed a non linear analysis.



Consider a beam element, figure 8, linking the nodes i and j, in the global co-ordinate system 
(X,Y,Z). The co-ordinate of each node, will be;

i = (X„Y„Z,) j = {XJ.Yl,ZJ).

-i'X/

Figure 8: Beam element
Remembering that for a jib and mast configuration there are only three kinds of concentrated 

loads : bending moment, axial and compression loads, it will be possible to consider 5 degrees 

of freedom per node, neglecting the rotation about the axial direction and hence torsion. 
Considering the local reference co-ordinate system as the Cartesian system (x,y,z) with the

X-direction along the beam axis, positive from i to j, the displacement vector of each point on 

the beam element will be;
M = [«(x),v(x),w(x)f;

Which is the starting point for deriving the stiffness matrix in accordance with the finite 

element method. Remembering that for a linear analysis, it is possible to add the effects due to 

different loads, the stiffness matrix will be derived for the beam element considering an axial 
load, bending moment, and buckling separately 

First it is appropiate to develop the beam element matrices for small deflections. The 

derivation of beam elements stiffness matrix is available in many text books, for example [14] 
The buckling theory will be developed later.

In the next figures, there will be the deformation shape for the different loads in both cases; 
2-dimensional and 3-dimensional.

3.3.2.Finite element formulation for the wires: Cable element
The rig of a jib is composed of the mast and cables. The cables link the sail to the mast to 

achieve and maintain the chosen sail shape using several links. The main purpose hence is to 

consider only the structural analysis of the cables, using finite element analysis.
A cable, [3], [17], has only a component of stiffness in the axial or longitudinal direction. 

The element's behaviour under external load is non-linear, mostly due to change in shape or 

geometry. In fact, the main sources of non linearity are;
• non-linear material behaviour,
• non-linear geometrical behaviour,
• a combination of both of the above effects.
In the present problem, the cables exhibit non-linear behaviour for the third reason. Then, 

because their contribution to the equilibrium equation is also non-linear, the following finite
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element analysis will be similar to the membrane analysis.
The finite element model uses cable element,. Consider a cable element connecting nodes i 

and j, as in fig 9. y>

2
Figure 9: Cable element.

'X

If (X,Y,Z) is the global co-ordinate system, the nodal co-ordinate are:
i = (Xi,Yi,Zi) j ={Xj,Yj,Zj)

and their displacement vectors are, in the same system, [f/(,VI,ZI]r and ^Uj,Vj,Wj^. 

The definition of the strain along the cable will be:

where /0 represents the length of the cable before the deformation:

while ld represents the length of the element after the deformation:

-X,+Uj-U,f+ {Yj - r, + vt- v,f + (z,. - z, + w; - IV,)2]
To find the equilibrium equation for this system, the 'principle of the virtual work', will be 

used. The expression for the virtual deformation is:

or in matrix form:
5e = -BdU 

L
in which U is the displacement vector of this element in the global co-ordinate system:

U=[v, V, W, U, V, wf

and B is the matrix of the direction cosines
B = [—Cx —CY —Cz Cx Cy Cz ]

The direction cosines of the deformed cable, CX,CY,CZ, are given by



xj-xi+uj-ui
x ld
_Yj.Yi+vj.vi

r ld
_Zj-Z,+Wj-Wi

2

For the given environmental of the cable it is possible to use the 'LINEAR ELASTIC 

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS':
<T = Ee + <Tq

where (T0 is the initial stress of the cable element and E is the Young's modulus.
In a stmcture composed of cable elements the contribute of this element to the internal virtual 

work is:
<pc = J —BTaAdS = Bt<jA\

where A is the cross-sectional area and le is the length of the cable element.
Recalling the solution of the non-linear equilibrium equations for the membrane element, 

the stiffness matrix for the cable element will be obtained, linearizing the element equilibrium 

equations in a similar manner:
d<Pc.T _

dU
Kc = n c du

c AnT da A 9Bt - =ABt—— + A(t----du'

where

C =

BTB+Aa cc 1 ‘0 h

C2+C2Z 0 0 -c2-c2 0
0 c2 +r2'“X ^ '^z 0 0 ^2 r^2

'-'Z

0 0 C2X+C2 0 0
0 0 Cy+Cl 0

0 -C2 - c2 0 0 C2X+C2Z
0 0 -C2x-c2 0 0

0 

0
—C2 —C2 

0 

0
c2 +c2'-X

This is composed of two terms: the first is the same as the linear analysis (considering small 
displacement theory), while the second contains the non-linear effect due to the large variation 

of the length (or geometry), which can not be neglected.
Once the stiffness matrix for each element has been obtained assembly into the stiffness 

matrix for the entire system is performed and the iterative solution is incremented
The following diagrams show the deformed shape for a simple cable structure.
Figure 10 shows the coupled model that will be analysed.
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4. Conclusion
A simple configuration composed of a jib, mast and its rig has been considered. For each of 

these elements the structural analysis has been performed using the finite element method. To 

develop the analysis it became necessary to build the geometrical shape and the finite element 
model. In the first step the geometrical model used was a semycilindrical shaped surface for 

the sail. The result obtained so far show some problems concerned the iteration method used.
So it will be necessary to do the same analysis using a commercial software packages to 

validate the stmctural analysis performed.
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